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(ft. Toni Hill)

I thought I knew love, but I was new...
To the world and its rude walls
She made me feel secure
..DNA we did was pure.
She could have fed me poison, fed me lies
As long as she was the source, I ...
..and kept coming back for more till she was try
She picked me up, and...
..three little birds saying everything is gonna be alright!
At the homie smoking opium, we broke out some...
I said I never... never wanted to be the one to introduce
me
Good friends till I was...
She hit things... and I started fucking...

Chorus:
I'm supposed to make you feel so empty
Feasted on your every word I...
Do it for my... let me turn, you left me for...

It's not an enhanced sight
... is missing the hard lights
Some lows that I'm not proud of
Some drugs just to get me out of
My own head is a... in it
Oh, I had some fantasies of some fine women in real
life
I was never that good one, the question
How to fuck around a find a good one
So I had to take a moment,
It's a simple song, you can leave if you don't want
I'm just tripping off the fact that I could fuck it up
tomorrow
But ...I'm celebrating that.
I ain't married to the game, my wife's married to a
lame
To an elevated status, it's just me and her
Why should every shitty version of me reach the... that
she deserves?
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Chorus:
I'm supposed to make you feel so empty
Feasted on your every word I...
Do it for my... let me turn, you left me for..

We just wanna get inside 'em...
They wanna live inside us, same room...
..we'll program the spread seed
But time had led us to a ... in a strange beast
We've been fighting nature since...
Try to express and encapsulate pain
Till the next struggle rationalize our emotion
With abstract thoughts like a puzzle.
Plus, what of most of us knows...
It's just a product for consumers we brought into in the
50s
Family values for the...
But the spoon is now full of sugar,
Maybe sunset... and lovers shut up cause they see us
happy
But should we all walk this in some form
Cause we all have forms to prove we lost blood for it!
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